
NAME________________________________________________ DATE_____________ PERIOD_____________

Preparing for the Hunt
Instructions: Read the following scenarios for each hunting trip experience. Use the 1987 Penn-rich (Woolrich Inc.)
catalog below for hunting items. Prices can be found on the last three pages of the catalog. In order to match your
selections with a price, you can match the item with either the page number the item is on or by the style number.

Scenario ______
Cash Available: ________

Items Description Reason for purchase Size $ Price

Total Cost: __________________



Scenarios
Scenario #1: A Day hunting trip
You have planned to go hunting with your friends in late November. Now you are ready to go into
the woods for several hours, but as you look the temperature outside is 45 degrees and projected to
fall into the upper 30s, what outdoor clothing would you prepare with $110.00.

Scenario #2: Camping/Hunting in winter
You are going camping for a week-long winter hunting trip to Alberta, Canada. Before the end of the
week, you must purchase 3 sets of Woolrich outdoor apparel. You have a total of $500.00 dollars to
spend for the week. As of today, the temperature in Alberta all week will be a high of 25 degrees and
a low of 10 degrees. But beware, the forecast proposes an 80 percent chance of snow up to 3 inches,
and 15 mph wind gusts. Be smart and prepare with Woolrich Inc.

Scenario #3: Day trip to the Allegheny Mountains
For a while now, you have been eager to get your second chance at hunting. Finally, you have
received your chance to hunt in the Allegheny Mountains of Pennsylvania in September. The weather
projections suggest that it will be 65 degrees and sunny. You must determine what your most
essential needs are. You currently have a budget of only $80.00. Although, you can forgo a coat for
this hunting trip, be wary about temperature changes as the sunsets.

Scenario #4: A 3-day trip at the start of Deer Season
You and a few friends are eager to get into the wild for a deer hunt as the season opens. November
27th to the 29th are the dates and temperatures range from 59°F to 47°F for those three days. You
want to make sure to pack warm enough for a brisk wind although, during the middle of the day,
temperatures might reach a sunny 60 degrees. Woolrich offers multiple varieties in hunting appeal so
you will need to buy one full outfit ready to withstand the cold and some layers to take off to stay
cool in the middle of the day. $250.00 is your budget.
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